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INTRODUCTION

Most species live in complex heterogeneous envi-
ronments consisting of a mosaic of habitats that indi-
viduals use for different functions. At any given time,
the profitability of these habitats should depend on
how well their available resources match individuals’

life history needs. Both resources and needs change
through space and time; thus habitat profitability
varies, and individuals should move to optimize their
use of the most profitable habitats. They usually do
this by modulating transit times in the various habi-
tats (Pyke 1978, Turchin 1991). Under these assump-
tions, residency of individuals is a proxy for habitat
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profitability, with residency expected to increase
with profitability (Barraquand & Benhamou 2008).

The combined movements of individuals define the
distribution of populations (Turchin 1998, Russell et
al. 2003). Over a given period, the residency pattern
of a population will thus be the result of the summa-
tion of individuals’ residency patterns. This summa-
tion is useful to conservation biologists because man-
agement decisions are usually taken at the scale of
populations rather than individuals. Areas where a
population shows high residency can be considered
as generally profitable for individuals when they visit
them. These areas are thus not defined solely from
individual density or frequency of use and can help
reveal important areas used by fewer individuals
and/or for some rarer behaviour (e.g. calving areas).
Despite the long recognized limitations in using
proxies to infer habitat quality (Van Horne 1983,
Johnson 2007), high residency areas can represent
valuable tools to infer profitable (high quality) habi-
tats when no direct measurements of habitat quality,
individual fitness, and population demography are
available. This could be particularly important for
conservation, as the protection of habitats of higher
quality can be critical for the survival of endangered
populations.

The development of archival instruments that col-
lect large amounts of accurate locations and of suit-
able tools for analysis has greatly facilitated the study
of animal movements (Austin et al. 2004, Laidre et al.
2004, Jonsen et al. 2006, Pinaud & Weimerskirch
2007). The analysis of first-passage time (FPT) was
developed to study movement patterns in response to
spatial heterogeneity and to identify area-restricted
search (ARS) behaviour (Fauchald & Tveraa 2003)
and the scale at which it occurs. ARS is used by
predators when foraging on prey patches, resulting
in an increase in tortuosity of their movement and a
reduction in speed to remain within the most prof-
itable prey aggregations. This behaviour thus in -
creases the residency of individuals in specific areas.
The FPT approach has been developed to detect ARS
of central place foragers (Fauchald & Tveraa 2003,
Pinaud & Weimerskirch 2005, Fauchald & Tveraa
2006, Pinaud & Weimerskirch 2007). However, FPT
could also be used in other contexts to detect any
movement pattern leading to increased residency.

Although individual tracking provides a powerful
means to study fine-scale behaviour/habitat relation-
ships, logistic challenges and costs often limit the
number of individuals that can be tracked and the
usefulness of the technique to infer habitat use at the
population level (Whitehead 2004). This is especially

true in the context of cetacean research, where fol-
lowing focal groups or herds often provides more
insight into population behaviour and distribution,
since groups or herds are easier to encounter and fol-
low, are less subject to selection bias, do not require
individual recognition (which could be challenging
in large groups), and often provide better data on
incidence and changes of behavioural states (White-
head 2004). In this context, long-term research
 pro jects on population distributions and behaviour
based on group or herd follows represent a rich op -
por tunity to study population-level habitat selection
at multiple spatial and temporal scales (e.g. Cañadas
& Hammond 2008). However, current analytical tools
for inferring movement patterns at the population
level are not appropriate for populations in which
tracking of fine-scale movements of many individu-
als is logistically difficult.

The St. Lawrence beluga whale population Delphi-
napterus leucas is listed as threatened under the
Canadian Species At Risk Act and has not recovered
despite 25 yr of protection (COSEWIC 2004). Reasons
preventing their recovery may be related to the qual-
ity of available habitat. Therefore, there is an urgent
need to identify important habitats for this popula-
tion. As part of a long-term research program inves-
tigating the biology, ecology and behaviour of the
St. Lawrence beluga whales, several hundreds of
hours were spent during many years, predominantly
during summer and early autumn, in search of oppor-
tunistic encounters with beluga herds. These sus-
tained efforts resulted in several hundreds of herd
en counters during which data on herd movement
and habitat use were collected. In combination
with these surveys, a number of individuals were
equipped with VHF transmitters which provided
 precise data on individual movements. Based on
these 2 datasets, our objective was to develop an
approach to study population residency patterns and
habitat profitability, using FPT analysis of the VHF-
tracking data to guide the analysis of coarse, short-
term  movements of beluga herds from the St.
Lawrence Estuary, Canada.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

We conducted both radio-tracking of individuals
and visual tracking of herds (Fig. 1). We analyzed the
resulting data in 3 steps. First, we used FPT analyses
of individual movements to identify the swimming
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speeds and scales associated with ARS (Fig. 1). We
could not separate foraging from non foraging move-
ments, so ARS indicates any behaviour that in -
 creased residency.

Herd movements result from the combined move-
ments of individuals in the herd. Therefore, in a sec-
ond step, we used the swimming speed associated
with individual ARS as a threshold to establish high
residency (Fig. 1). We calculated this threshold crite-
rion by resampling individual movements during
ARS at the coarser temporal scale of herd visual
tracking. In addition, we used the scale(s) associated
with ARS to grid the study area at a scale relevant to
the ecology of beluga whales (Fig. 1).

In a third step, we associated the movement pat-
terns of herds with the formerly-generated grid.
Using the swimming speed threshold established
previously, we were able to identify cells charac-
terised by high residency of herds and the beluga
population (Fig. 1).

Biology and range of the St. Lawrence beluga

The St. Lawrence beluga whales in eastern Ca -
nada are year-round residents to the St. Lawrence
River system and undertake only limited seasonal
migrations. During summer, they occupy an area of
approx. 2790 km2 in the St. Lawrence Estuary and
Saguenay River, where their distribution is centered
on the entrance of the river (Fig. 2). They move a few
tens of kilometres downstream in the fall and winter,
although their distribution at that time of year is
poorly understood. In the spring, their distribution
appears more widespread, with larger concentra-

tions of individuals within the upstream Estuary. Bel-
uga whales are considered opportunist feeders. Al -
though their seasonal feeding cycles are not well
understood, feeding locations probably vary season-
ally according to the spatial and temporal availability
of prey, but feeding likely occurs in all seasons (Vla-
dykov 1946, V. Lesage unpubl. data).

A sexual segregation takes place during summer.
Herds of white individuals, likely females, accompa-
nied by juveniles and calves occupy the Upper Estu-
ary while herds of large adults, likely males, occupy
the Lower Estuary (Michaud 1993). However, both
types of herds are encountered within the central
portion of the Estuary and in the Saguenay River (see
Fig. 7). Females reproduce every 3 yr, and attain sex-
ual maturity between the ages of 8 and 14 yr, whereas
males mature between 16 and 18 yr of age. Mating
probably occurs from April through June, with
calving taking place 12 to 15 mo later (June to Sep-
tember, but mostly in July to August). Nursing may
last from 20 to 30 mo, possibly overlapping the follow-
ing gestation period (Lesage & Kingsley 1998). Calv-
ing and nursing areas are currently unknown, but the
use of the shallower and warmer waters of the up-
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Fig. 1. Delphinapterus leucas. Study design: different steps
of the analysis of movements and residency patterns of 

beluga whale individuals and herds

Fig. 2. Delphinapterus leucas. Summer distribution (hatched)
of beluga whales in the St. Lawrence Estuary, Quebec, 

Canada
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stream region of the Estuary by females with calves
or juveniles during summer suggest this area might
be important for this function (Mosnier et al. 2010).

Data collection: individual radio-tracking

From 2001 to 2005, we deployed VHF-TDR tags on
individual beluga whales during herd follows. We
selected candidate beluga herds from the central
portion of the summer population distribution, where
all gender and age classes were generally encoun-
tered (see Michaud 1993). Tags included a time-
depth-velocity recorder (TDR Mk8, Wildlife Comput-
ers) and a 300 g radio transmitter (VHF, Telonics).
Instruments were housed in a floating remote-
released package and were attached to individuals
using a suction cup (Hooker & Baird 1999). A magne-
sium cap, designed to corrode and release suction
after 4 to 6 h, served as a mechanism to retrieve tags
from the whales.

We tagged and tracked beluga whales from a small
vessel equipped with a 6-element Yagi antenna.
Tags were attached using either a cross-bow or a 3 m
pole. We usually tracked individuals from a distance
of 400 to 600 m. After each sequence of respirations,
we recorded the position of the tracked individual
relative to our vessel. Distances to the tracked indi-
viduals were estimated by trained observers, to pro-
vide precise distance measurements giving the range
of observation kept during the tracking (400 to
600 m). We then used the GPS position of the vessel,
the distance separating it from the tagged beluga
and the angle of the animal relative to true north to
calculate the position of each tagged individual. We
followed tagged individuals until dusk, release of
tag, or loss of signal.

Data collection: herd visual tracking

We tracked over 1950 beluga herds during the
summer or early fall of 1989 to 2008. One research
team (GREMM, Tadoussac, Canada) acquired most
of the data, but a second team (DFO, Mont-Joli,
Canada) contributed to sampling in 2003 to 2005. We
selected survey areas according to weather condi-
tions, while avoiding resampling areas that were
covered the previous days. Surveys were neither ran-
dom nor systematic but covered the various sectors of
a large portion of the population summer distribution
and a broad range of habitats. Before 1996, the study
area encompassed the full extent of the summer dis-

tribution (ca. 2790 km2) but was limited to its central
portion from 1996 to 2008 by the requirements of a
concurrent study (carried out from the same boat) in -
vestigating social networking of specific sex- and
age-classes. One or two observers conducted surveys
(defined below) aboard a 9 to 10 m vessel, from a
platform located 4 m above water.

We defined a herd as an assemblage of groups in
which inter-group distances were small compared
with the extent of the herd. Groups were composed
of animals swimming within one beluga length of
each other, generally in a coordinated fashion. We
initiated a ‘herd follow’ once we encountered a herd.
During the first 15 min, we collected preliminary
information on herd composition and size while
maintaining a distance of 300 to 500 m from the herd.
The research vessel then proceeded into the herd to
collect data through various protocols such as photo-
identification, biopsy sampling, and radio-tagging.
Regardless of the protocol, we described herd char-
acteristics in a consistent way every 30 min. These
summary surveys included the position, composition,
movement, and behaviour of the herd. We also noted
position of the research vessel and prevailing
weather conditions. Herd follows lasted generally 3 h
at most, but their duration varied depending on sam-
pling protocols and prevailing field conditions.

Data analysis: individual radio-tracking

We first analysed individual tracking data with the
first-passage time (FPT) approach. The FPT is the
time required for an animal to cross a circle of a given
radius r (Johnson et al. 1992). A peak in relative vari-
ance among FPT values calculated at multiple scales
(i.e. different r values) indicates the scale at which
restricted search patterns occurred (Fauchald &
Tveraa 2003). We used ArcGIS 9.1 (ESRI) to generate
linearly interpolated paths from positional data of
individuals. We calculated step lengths using the
Hawth’s analysis tool extension for ArcGIS. As the
quality of FPT analyses depends on tracking duration
and accuracy of positions of successive moves
 (Pinaud 2008), we dropped short tracking records
(<15 positions) from the analysis. In addition, to min-
imize errors associated with linear approximation,
we segmented tracks when the interval between 2
consecutive positions exceeded 1 h.

We interpolated segments to obtain a position
every 50 m, and calculated the FPT at each position
for circles with r of 200 to 3000 m, in increments of
100 m. Variance values were log-transformed to en-
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sure independence from r (Fauchald & Tveraa 2003).
Following Bailey & Thompson (2006), we identified
circle radii associated with peaks in FPT variances as
corresponding to the scale of restricted search behav-
iour (hereafter referred to as Var-max). This method
identified the interpolated point with the highest FPT
(at Var-max) as the centre of a circle (of radius rmax),
delimiting intensively searched primary areas, here-
after called ARS zones (using the terminology of Pin-
aud & Weimerskirch 2007). However, since ARS may
occur more than once during a single tracking, we
developed a method to identify multiple ARS zones
within a given segment. This method, which is fully
described in Appendix 1, uses piecewise regression
models to identify break points within first-passage
time values, allowing identification of values related
to ARS behaviour and thus establishing the potential
presence of multiple ARS zones.

We then calculated the criterion for high residency
for the subsequent analysis of population residency
pattern from herd follows (Fig. 2). For this calcula-
tion, it was first necessary to calculate the net dis-
placement speeds of individually tracked belugas
over a temporal scale comparable to the sampling
interval used during herd follows, i.e. 30 min. To
achieve this, we re-sampled segments using ~30 min
windows and calculated the resulting net speed asso-
ciated with these windows. We then retained only
windows including 50% or more of time spent in an
ARS zone. We used a 50% threshold given that we
cannot obtain a clear indication as to where ARS
began during herd follows, due to their coarser reso-
lution. The 50% threshold thus allows taking into
account transition periods, when herds might have
been in ARS or transiting from or toward ARS activi-
ties. We next calculated the average speed within the
retained windows for each ARS zone.

Using these average speeds, we calculated an
overall value across individuals to obtain the final cri-
terion for high residency using the following steps.
Since more than one ARS zone were identified for
some individuals (see ‘Results’), we first randomly
selected one ARS per individual to avoid an overrep-
resentation of individuals with multiple ARS, and
compiled the associated average speed values. We
then repeated this random selection 10 times, and
then divided the 10 sets of averages into percentiles.
We finally determined the 90th percentile (Method 5,
SAS Institute 2003) of each of the 10 sets of values
and averaged the selected final 10 values to obtain
the criterion of high residency. This approach pro-
vides a conservative estimate of the speed associated
with high residency in herds, as it is based on ARS in

individuals, and takes into account the differences in
ARS behaviour among individuals as well as the dif-
ferences in sampling protocols between VHF track-
ing and herd follows.

Data analysis: herd visual tracking

Herd follows retained for analysis comprised at
least 3 consecutive ‘summary surveys’ each sepa-
rated by 30 min. We calculated paths and associated
movement parameters as for individual tracking
data. We divided paths into segments of 2 successive
positions representing the interval between 2 sum-
mary surveys. To represent the spread of the herd,
we created around each segment a buffer of the size
of the estimated herd radius (Fig. 3). We attributed to
the entire buffered segment the herd speed during
that segment. We excluded from analyses buffer sec-
tions overlapping with land.

To study herd movements at a scale likely relevant
to belugas’ perception of their environment, we
divided the study area into cells of a size correspond-
ing to the scales of ARS, as defined through the FPT
analysis (i.e. twice the mean Var-max radius). We
associated segments of herd follows with grid cells
using the ArcGIS spatial-join tool. We averaged herd
speed when 2 segments from the same herd follow
overlapped. To conserve as many cells as possible
while keeping cells where residency of herd could be
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Fig. 3. Delphinapterus leucas. Displacement pattern of a
beluga herd divided into 30 min segments (different greys)
with their associated buffers. Buffer size corresponds to the 

herd radius
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calculated and compared, we analysed only cells vis-
ited by at least 3 herds (Fig. 4).

We determined areas of high residency (AHR)
using net displacement speed of herds in each cell.
We defined AHR as adjacent cells where 50% of the
herds travelled at a speed equal to or slower than the
criterion for high residency identified from the speed
associated with ARS in individual beluga. We
defined boundaries of AHR by grouping cells that
were adjacent on at least one side. To limit the analy-
sis to the main sectors, we retained only AHR com-
posed of a least 2 cells.

We tested the sensitivity of the delimited AHR to
the criteria used to define them in 2 ways. First, we
changed the criterion using the net displacement
speed associated with high residency of herds by
using the lower and upper extremes of the 90th
 percentile from the 10 values obtained through the
moving average analysis. Secondly, we changed the
percentage of herds travelling below the net dis-
placement speed threshold value by an arbitrary fac-
tor of 5%, representing an interval similar to the dif-
ference taken to test the sensitivity to the speed
threshold (see ‘Results’). We finally tested the varia-
tion in AHR across years by repeating the analysis
while grouping years into 3 periods: 1993−1997,
1998−2002 and 2003−2008. We selected periods so
that sample size was large enough within each of
them to allow adequate analysis of variation through
time in the distribution of AHR.

RESULTS

Individual radio-tracking

Between June and October 2001 to 2005, we suc-
cessfully tagged and tracked 44 belugas, for an aver-
age of 7 h 08 min (range: 0 h 30 min to 29 h 09 min)
(Table 1). Thirty of the 44 radio−tracked belugas pro-
vided 38 segments of sufficient duration (≥15 posi-
tions) for the analysis of fine-scale daily movements
using the FPT ap proach. These segments were com-
posed of an average of 43 positions (range: 15 to 110
positions) acquired over an average total non-linear
distance of 23.4 km (range: 5.3 to 60.7 km) and a
period of 4 h 27 min (range: 0 h 41 min to 9 h 36 min).
The time interval between positions averaged 6 min
41 s ± 5 min 19 s. The average swimming speed of
individuals during follows was 5.8 ± 1.7 km h−1

(range: 0.15 to 22.35 km h−1).
We identified a total of 17 peaks in relative vari-

ance of FPT (Var-max values), indicative of ARS.

Such peaks occurred in 15 of the 38 segments (see
example in Fig. 5). Var-max values were not continu-
ously distributed and formed 2 groups, correspond-
ing to the 2 scales where ARS arose: a ‘small scale’ of
300−700 m (n = 8, mean = 512 m) and a ‘larger scale’
of 1100−1700 m (n = 9, mean = 1467 m) (Table 1). The
piecewise regression revealed significant differences
in slopes for FPT value series (at Var-max) with rec-
ognized breakpoint(s) in 14 of the 17 series analysed
(see Appendix 1). Screening the points above the
95% confidence limit of the first breakpoint for each
FPT value series resulted in the identification of 33
ARS zones: 18 at the small scale and 15 at the larger
scale. In 2 individuals, we identified peaks in FPT
values at both scales, where small scale ARS zones
were em bedded within larger scale ARS zones
(Fig. 5). We identified a maximum of 4 ARS zones for
a single segment at a given scale.

The re-sampling of individual tracks within ARS
(used to calculate the criterion for high residency in
herds) resulted in an average net displacement
speed threshold of 3.53 km h−1, ranging between
3.42 and 3.78 km h−1.
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Fig. 4. Delphinapterus leucas. Number of beluga whale herd
visually followed during summers 1993 to 2008, per cell of
1000 × 1000 m, corresponding to twice the area-restricted
Search (ARS) radius of 500 m. White cells = 1 to 2 herd fol-

lows, and grey to black cells = 3 to 55 herd follows
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Herd visual tracking

We retained for the analysis, a total of 772 of the
1950 herd follows that had at least 3 consecutive
 summary surveys separated by a constant 30 min
inter val. These were selected from years 1993 to 2008
(given small differences in sampling protocols prior to
1993) and covered the entire summer period, from
June to mid-October. Selected herd follows were
composed on average of 4.3 positions and were char-
acterized by net displacement speeds varying from
0.04 to 17.84 km h−1, with an average speed of 3.49 ±
2.5 km h−1. We retained the smallest scale of ARS, i.e.
500 m, detected in the FPT analysis to grid the study

area. This resulted in a fine scale grid with a cell size
of 1000 m by 1000 m, corresponding to twice the ARS
radius of 500 m. The herd follows retained for the
analysis covered 63.2% (N = 1854 cells or 1765 km2)
of the approximated summer distribution area of the
population (i.e. 2790 km2). This coverage was reduced
to 38% (N = 1108 cells or 1059 km2) when considering
only cells visited by at least 3 herds. Using the
criterion value of 3.53 km h−1 as a speed threshold,
high residency occurred in 33.4% of the cells visited
by at least 3 herds. Joining adjacent cells resulted in
the identification of 28 areas of high residency (Fig. 6).
These AHR were widely distributed across the St.
Lawrence Estuary and Saguenay River (Fig. 6).
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VHF Date Segment Deployment Displacement Number ARS scale 
Track ID ID time (hh:mm) (km) of ARS (m)

DLT0103 15 Aug 2001 1 6:12 30.23 – –
DLT0104 17 Aug 2001 2 2:34 22.55 1 1600
DLT0205 6 Sep 2002 3 1:19 11.23 – –
DLT0302 1 Jul 2003 4 4:47 18.78 1 1200
DLT0302 1 Jul 2003 5 2:59 6.31 – –
DLT0303 30 Jul 2003 6 7:49 60.69 – –
DLT0305 29 Aug 2003 7 2:01 12.66 – –
DLT0307 5 Sep 2003 8 4:40 35.43 – –
DLT0308 9 Sep 2003 9 8:14 48.42 4 1100
DLT0309 22 Sep 2003 10 5:39 41.89 1 1700
DLT0309 22 Sep 2003 11 0:57 6.91 – –
DLT0401 16 Jun 2004 12 8:07 32.68 4, 2 500, 1700
DLT0402 17 Jun 2004 13 7:54 35.21 1 1400
DLT0403 22 Jun 2004 14 1:05 8.94 – –
DLT0403 22 Jun 2004 15 2:08 11.71 – –
DLT0404 30 Jun 2004 16 0:41 5.32 – –
DLT0405 22 Jul 2004 17 3:12 25.84 –
DLT0405 22 Jul 2004 18 4:07 9.53 1 300
DLT0406 28 Jul 2004 19 2:55 14.75 2 400
DLT0407 4 Aug 2004 20 8:25 49.89 – –
DLT0410 16 Aug 2004 21 3:37 10.44 – –
DLT0411 17 Aug 2004 22 3:06 7.01 – –
DLT0411 17 Aug 2004 23 1:55 13.46 – –
DLT0412 24 Aug 2004 24 3:59 12.63 – –
DLT0412 24 Aug 2004 25 3:46 13.79 1, 1 600, 1600
DLT0413 20 Sep 2004 26 2:54 13.69 – –
DLT0415 27 Sep 2004 27 2:25 11.98 – –
DLT0501 8 Jun 2005 28 3:22 18.96 3 300
DLT0502 9 Jun 2005 29 7:05 44.05 – –
DLT0502 9 Jun 2005 30 4:12 11.15 1 500
DLT0503 29 Jun 2005 31 9:37 51.03 – –
DLT0504 11 Jul 2005 32 5:31 30.41 – –
DLT0505 26 Jul 2005 33 3:08 8.60 – –
DLT0505 26 Jul 2005 34 1:32 8.56 – –
DLT0507 15 Aug 2005 35 8:35 44.14 2 1700
DLT0508 15 Aug 2005 36 2:48 12.51 3 700
DLT0509 18 Aug 2005 37 6:43 37.01 3 700
DLT0510 26 Aug 2005 38 9:08 51.19 2 1200

Table 1. Delphinapterus leucas. Summary of the 38 segments retained for the first-passage time analysis. Area-restricted 
search (ARS) was identified at 2 different scales for segments 12 and 25
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The sensitivity analysis using the lower and upper
extremes of the mean net displacement speeds,
3.42 and 3.78 km h−1 as criteria for high residency
(i.e. –3% and +7% of the 3.53 km h−1 threshold cov-
ering 354 km2), resulted in areas of 314 and 391 km2

identified as AHR, respectively. These values re -
spectively reduced by 3.5% and increased by 21.4%
the total extent of AHR obtained when using the
average threshold value (3.53 km h−1). One small
AHR was lost when using the more severe criterion
(i.e. 3.42 km h−1) while 2 AHR were subdivided into
smaller areas. No new AHR zones appeared when
using the more permissive criterion, though 2 zones
fused into a larger one. The sensitivity analysis using
values of 55% and 45% as triggers for defining AHR
based on proportions of herds travelling below the
speed threshold resulted in variations of –7.4% and
+23.9% in the extent of AHR (i.e. 293 and 399 km2).

The use of the most severe criterion (55%) resulted in
the subdivision of 2 AHR into 5 smaller areas and the
disappearance of 2 AHR. The use of the less restric-
tive criterion (45%) resulted in the appearance of
4 AHR.

The analysis of the temporal variation in AHR led
to the identification of 19 AHR for the 1993−1997
period, 22 for 1998−2003 and 25 for 2003−2008. Com-
paring the distribution of these AHR with that
obtained using the full dataset showed that 10 AHR
were not embedded or connected to a previously
identified AHR. These were small AHR covering an
average of 2.6 km2 (range: 2.0 to 5.0 km2) and were
located on average 2.75 km (range: 1.0 to 4.5 km)
from a previously identified AHR. However, as the
number and distribution of cells characterised by at
least 3 herds varied among periods, the comparison
was then repeated on 165 cells commonly retained in
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Fig. 5. Delphinapterus leucas. Example of variance in first-passage time (FPT) as a function of radius r (left) with the associated
segment and resulting area-restricted search zones (right). (a) Example of FPT curve with one peak at 700 m. (b) Example of 

FPT curve with 2 peaks, one at 500 m and one at 1700 m
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all the 3 periods. This analysis resulted in 8 AHR
identified for 1993−1997 and 1998−2003, and 7 AHR
for 2003−2008, 6 of which (per period) overlapped or
were connected to AHR identified using the full
dataset. Of the 23 AHR identified, 26% (6/23) were
common to all 3 periods (i.e. either shared common or
adjacent cells), and 44% (10/23) were common
among any 2 periods, summing to 70% (16/23) of the
AHR sharing common or adjacent cells for 2 periods
or 3 periods. The remaining 30% AHR (7/23) were
located, on average, 2.1 km (range: 1.0 to 4.0) from
any other common AHR.

DISCUSSION

Identifying when, where, and why animals change
from one movement pattern to another constitutes an
important step towards a thorough understanding of
habitat use (Johnson et al. 2002, Frair et al. 2005,
Nams 2005). This study, through its use of fine-scale
movement data from radio-tracked individuals,
 presents an innovative means of analysing herd
movement data acquired through visual tracking.
We successfully applied a FPT approach to radio-
 tracking data to identify ARS and scales (i.e. 500 m
and 1500 m) over which beluga likely perceived and
reacted to environmental heterogeneity in the
St. Lawrence Estuary. We used information on scales
of occurrence of these episodes and associated net
displacement speeds to develop an objective crite-
rion to detect high residency movement patterns in
visually-tracked beluga herds. Using this approach,
we identified a total of 28 AHR within the St.
Lawrence beluga summer distribution area.

The number of belugas that were successfully
tagged (N = 44) in this study is high compared to
existing studies of cetaceans (Hooker & Baird 1999,
Laidre et al. 2002, Johnson & Tyack 2003, Baird et al.
2005, Baird et al. 2006). Analytical requirements of
the FPT analysis, however, reduced the number of
usable records; some records were dropped due to
short instrument retention times, while other records
were truncated or also dropped due to short but
 significant contact losses with the tracked individ-
ual. These considerations and the geographically-
restricted tagging effort limited the usefulness of
individual tracking data to infer locations of high res-
idency of the population as a whole over its summer
range. However, sample size for tagged individuals
was adequate to identify the spatio-temporal para-
meters of individual movement patterns leading to
high residency at the herd and population levels.

The FPT analysis of radio-tracking records indi-
cated that belugas, like many other marine preda-
tors, exhibited scale-specific adjustments of their
movement patterns resulting in slow net displace-
ment speeds (or ARS). Area-restricted search was
performed by 38.5% of the radio-tracked individuals,
a low occurrence compared to other studies having
used this approach (Pinaud & Weimerskirch 2005,
Fauchald & Tveraa 2006, Pinaud & Weimerskirch
2007). Although species-specific functions associated
with ARS may have affected their occurrence, the
short duration of beluga radio-tracking records com-
pared to other studies may have reduced the proba-
bility of capturing these events. However, as belugas
have a small home range that they can cover entirely
within a day, multiple 4 to 6 h tracks allowed sam-
pling a significant part of their daily cycle, including
activities related to ARS, although not necessarily for
all the individuals sampled. The only study reporting
higher occurrences of ARS for tracking periods com-
parable to those of our study was for bottlenose dol-
phins tracked in a foraging area and thus, when ARS
is expected to occur regularly (Bailey & Thompson
2006). Tagging in this study was attempted regard-
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less to where encounters took place within the study
area. Therefore, no spatial bias in tagging attempts
occurred that might have reduced the likelihood of
capturing some ARS events.

Area-restricted search has been correlated with
foraging in many species, including albatrosses and
petrels (Pinaud & Weimerskirch 2005, 2007), bottle -
nose dolphins (Bailey & Thompson 2006), and ringed
seals (Freitas et al. 2008). An ARS can be triggered
by various environmental cues, including prey en -
counter rates, aggregation densities, and oceano-
graphic features (Frair et al. 2005, Pinaud & Weimer-
skirch 2005). In particular, meso-scale oceanic
features, such as fronts and eddies, have often been
correlated with the distribution of foraging whales
profiting from their herding effects on pelagic prey
(Ream et al. 2005, Campagna et al. 2006, Doniol-
Valcroze et al. 2007, Skov et al. 2008). Once prey are
located, predators might increase the tortuosity of
their movements or reduce their net displacement
speed further to remain within more profitable areas.
These behaviours could lead to multiple-scale ARS
(Fauchald & Tveraa 2006, Pinaud & Weimerskirch
2007) and to nested patterns of ARS (Fauchald 1999,
Fauchald & Tveraa 2006).

We documented ARS at 500 m and 1500 m scales,
suggesting that factors affecting movement decisions
of St. Lawrence belugas occurred at 2 scales. Many
meso-scale oceanic processes occur in the Estuary,
and some of these features (e.g. eddies) operate at
scales comparable to those of the ARS observed in
St. Lawrence beluga (Ingram & El-Sabh 1990). These
meso-scale features can act as environmental cues to
which beluga respond, and may serve to aggregate
prey (Marchand et al. 1999). Belugas feed on a wide
variety of prey, ranging from small polychaete worms
to large fish such as salmon (Vladykov 1946, Ser -
geant 1973), many of which show patchy distribu-
tions. Behaviours suggestive of ARS were described
for belugas in the High Arctic moving ‘very little dis-
tance horizontally’ when suspected to be foraging on
patchily distributed Greenland halibut (Martin &
Smith 1992, 1999). Pippard & Malcolm (1978) also
described foraging in belugas as being characterized
by individuals going back and forth within limited
areas where they executed tight circles, half circles
and reversals of direction. Similar movement pat-
terns were described by Watts & Draper (1986) when
observing Hudson Bay beluga foraging on capelin
aggregations. These descriptions of movement pat-
terns of foraging belugas present a good corre -
spondence with the definition of ARS and behaviours
documented in this study.

The assumption that ARS represents foraging activ-
ities is probably adequate when behaviours other
than foraging are not likely to occur, as may be the
case in studies of central-place foragers involved in
foraging trips (Fauchald & Tveraa 2003). Although
stomach contents indicate that beluga feed during
summer in the Estuary (Vladykov 1946; V. Lesage,
DFO, unpubl. data), the overall occurrence of ARS be-
haviours related to foraging may be less frequent in
beluga during summer than in other species or at
other times of the year, given that other behaviours
such as calving are expected to also take place during
summer. However, given that FPT analyses aim at
quantifying variation in search effort along an
animal’s path, any behaviour that results in an animal
investing more time within a particular area could
lead to the detection of peaks in variance of FPT, from
which ARS is deduced. In other words, epi sodes of
ARS may well represent behaviours other than
 foraging. In this study, various activities, including
foraging, were expected to be sampled, and any be-
haviour leading to larger time investments within par-
ticular zones were of interest. However, their  specific
identification was beyond the scope of this study.

Similarly, the specific biological functions associ-
ated with the AHRs identified in this study could not
be  established with the present analysis. In the Arc-
tic, belugas congregate in river mouths during sum-
mer where they spend extensive periods of time as a
result of various possible activities including calving,
feeding, breeding, moulting, and social interactions
(reviewed in Lesage & Kingsley 1998). Historically,
beluga also formed large concentrations in river
mouths in the St. Lawrence Estuary during summer
(e.g. near Manicouagan and Rivière-Ouelle) (Vlady -
kov 1944). They still congregate in areas of shallow
water today (e.g. Baie Ste-Marguerite in the Sague-
nay River), possibly for the same reasons as in the
Arctic or for a combination of activities (Pippard
1985b, Chadenet 1997). Various studies have also
proposed possible functions, such as feeding and
calving (Pippard & Malcolm 1978, Michaud et al.
1990, Lesage & Kingsley 1998), for some areas which
are overlapping with the AHR that were identified in
the present study. However, these past studies were
based largely on circumstantial evidences or anecdo-
tal observations.

Eighteen summer areas of ‘intensive use’ for St.
Lawrence beluga have been previously defined
based on systematic vessel and aerial transects con-
ducted between 1986 and 1992 (Fig. 7). Intensity of
use was based on the number of belugas and fre-
quency of occurrence in a given area during re -
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peated surveys. Conclusions were drawn from
repeated snapshots of distribution patterns (Eulerian
approach), where repeated sightings of large num-
bers of beluga were interpreted as an index of high
usage. This approach is, however, inadequate for
non-systematic data (such as those often collected
during opportunistic encounters with marine mam-
mals) as unequal search effort may introduce biases
in observed patterns. In the current study, conclu-
sions were based on repeated longitudinal tracking
of herd movements (Lagrangian approach), where a
slow net displacement speed of a majority of herds
was used to define high residency, which was be -
lieved to occur in the most profitable habitats. While
this approach provided direct information on the
time spent in each sector when used, it could not
address the frequency of use of these sectors due to
the non-uniform distribution of herd follows. Despite
differences in methodology and study period, many
areas of ‘intensive use’ identified by Michaud (1993)
overlapped with the AHR identified in the present
study (Figs. 6 & 7), underscoring their significance for
St. Lawrence belugas, although life processes associ-
ated with each area remain uncertain.

The sensitivity analyses indicated a certain robust-
ness of the AHR areas to changes in the definition of

criteria, although they suggested caution concerning
the exact locations of their boundaries. The few cells
with marginal values (i.e. appearing or disappearing
depending on criterion) are not necessarily indicative
of lower habitat quality. The function of a given sec-
tor may simply vary over time and be used as an AHR
during relatively short periods over various temporal
scales. This restricted use of a sector might then
translate into a lower probability of detecting herds
involved in behaviours leading to AHR, and conse-
quently, in a lower percentage of herds with travel-
ling speeds below the threshold. Marine environ-
ments are influenced by physical processes acting
over multiple temporal scales (such as tidal and lunar
cycles, seasons and years) and high quality habitats
can be highly ephemeral in such dynamic systems
but may also be predictably recurrent.

Longer-term changes in ecosystem structures
might also affect predator habitat use. Although no
detailed information on ecosystem changes of the
Estuary is available at present, major changes in
ecosystem structure were documented over the last
few decades in the nearby ecosystem of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence following the collapse of the groundfish
stocks (Savenkoff et al. 2007a,b) that warranted an
investigation of long-term stability in beluga habitat
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use in the Estuary. Repeating the analysis for 3 time
periods revealed small variations in the number and
distribution of AHR among periods. These variations
could be related to ecosystem changes but were
more likely related to a reduction in total sample size,
because, for cells with adequate sample sizes in all 3
periods, the observed variations resulted in only
small displacement (1 to 4 km) in AHR across years.
These results indicate that the AHR identified using
the full dataset provides a reliable representation of
habitat use by the St. Lawrence beluga population
over the span of the study period.

The database of herd follows used in this study to
assess patterns of residency of St. Lawrence beluga
was of a high standard, considering the consistency
of visual survey methods over the years, as well as
their total span (16 yr) and spatial distribution,
which covered, in some years, the population’s
entire summer distribution. The selection and non-
uniform distribution of herd follows may have
resulted in some AHR having gone undetected in
sectors with lower sampling effort such as those
located outside of the central portion of the summer
distribution (Fig. 4). However, in the central sectors,
an increase in sample size would most likely not
have substantially influenced the distribution of the
AHR given that cells characterized by a smaller
sample size and identified as part of AHR were reg-
ularly found adjacent to cells characterized by
larger sample size that were either part or not of
AHR (Figs. 4 & 6). Moreover, many cells adjacent to
those with large sample sizes were characterized by
a total absence of herd follows, indicating that, over
the years, the research vessel spent considerable
time in visual range of or in these areas, but that no
beluga herds were detected there. This may indi-
cate a systematic avoidance of these areas by belu-
gas. Conversely, many cells with large sample sizes
were not identified as being part of an AHR as a
majority of herds had net displacement speeds
above the selected threshold. These results suggest
that belugas consistently moved more quickly in
those cells. Pippard (1985a) identified travelling cor-
ridors for belugas, particularly within the Saguenay
River, and our ob servations support the existence of
travelling corridors in this population. Although it
was not the intent here, our method could be used
to identify travelling routes provided that a speed
threshold associated with these movement patterns
could be identified.

The coarse temporal (sampling interval of several
min) and spatial (large herd radius) resolution and
short duration (few positions) typical of marine mam-

mal herd follows makes this type of data less suitable
for analysis using common techniques (e.g. corre-
lated random walk, state space models, fractal, FPT,
etc.). The method we present here overcame this
challenge by using herd follows to extend individual
movement analysis to the scale of a population and
identify areas of high residency. Currently in the lit-
erature, the limited accounts of residency patterns
usually refer to the amount of time an individual, a
group or a species were continuously observed
within a specific area (Jaquet et al. 2003, Martin & da
Silva 2004, Lusseau 2005, Parra et al. 2006, Bearzi et
al. 2008). This study examines an approach based on
herd tracking rather than site tracking, which consti-
tutes a more powerful means of studying habitat
preferences. Data of this nature (i.e. opportunistic
herd tracking data) exist for several marine mammal
species and could be explored using methods similar
to those presented here.

The identification of AHR could also be important
for the conservation of the St. Lawrence beluga
whale as it provides the first quantitative account of
areas of importance for this population. Moreover,
the strong overlap between the AHR and areas
already recognised as potentially important (Pippard
& Malcolm 1978, Michaud 1993) underlines that
these areas likely serve special purposes for this pop-
ulation. The approach developed here also defined
AHR according to scales and cell sizes that are mean-
ingful in the context of conservation or definition of
management units (Nams et al. 2006). Identifying
areas where individuals spent time, such as the AHR,
could further be important in understanding and
measuring the effects of factors limiting population
growth. In the St. Lawrence estuary, such limiting
factors could include exposure to noise, which may
have negative effects on belugas through temporary
or permanent hearing loss, masking of natural
sounds, reduction of communication efficiency, and
increase in stress level (Lesage et al. 1999).

However, understanding how AHR support critical
aspects of the life cycle of this population will neces-
sitate a thorough understanding of their functions
and characteristics. This could be carried out by fur-
ther studying St. Lawrence beluga whales’ diving
and surface behaviours and how they are related to
different habitat physical and biological characteris-
tics, such as current patterns, water temperature and
salinity, sediment types, and prey abundance and
distribution. Such analyses were far beyond the
scope of the present study but represent the next
steps toward the identification and conservation of
critical habitats for this endangered population.
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Appendix 1. A method for the identification of multiple area-restricted search (ARS) zones within a single 
individual track using piecewise regressions on first-passage time (FPT) values

Since it is reasonable to assume that an individual could
display area-restricted search many times, we developed a
method to identify multiple ARS zones within a given seg-
ment. We used piecewise regressions to detect breakpoints
in FPT values at a given scale to detect transitions between
ARS-related behaviours and other behaviours. To define
these breakpoints, we classified FPT values (at the scale
of Var-max) in ascending order for each segment (e.g.
Fig. A1a,c). We then applied a 2- and 3-process (1 and 2
breakpoints) piecewise-regression model to the data series
using the MODEL procedure in SAS (SAS Institute 2003).
To  fulfill model assumptions, we corrected heteroscedastic-
ity and auto-correlation of residuals using the FIT state-
ment of the MODEL procedure. The continuous function
for the one-breakpoint model took the following form:

y =  a1 + b1x for c1 ≥ x

y =  {a1 + c1(b1 − b2)} + b2x for c1 < x

whereas the continuous function for the 2-breakpoints
model took the following form:

y =  a1 + b1x for c1 ≥ x

y =  {a1 + c1 (b1 − b2)} + b2x for c1 < x ≤ c2

y  =  {a1 + c1 (b1 − b2)} + c2(b2 − b3)} + b3x for x > c2

where y represents the FPT value, x the order of the FPT
value, ai the origin of the regression line i, bi the slope of

the regression line i and ci the breakpoint(s) separating
regression lines. The piecewise regressions thus resulted in
the ordered FPT value series being described by 1, 2 or 3
regression lines (e.g. Fig. A1a,c).

For FPT series described by 2 or 3 regression lines, signifi-
cant differences between regression coefficients were
tested using Student’s t-tests (Zar 1999). When regression
coefficients differed significantly, the associated FPT value
series were analysed further to identify potential occur-
rence of multiple ARS zones. In order to do this, all interpo-
lated points used to establish the second or third regression
lines (precisely, any point over the 95% confidence interval
value of breakpoint (1)) were considered as potential cen-
ters for an ARS zone (e.g. Fig. A1a,c).

Interpolated points were extracted and mapped using
ArcGIS with their corresponding radius (equal to Var-max).
As in regular FPT analysis, we considered the point with
the highest FPT value as the center of the first ARS zone.
Then, starting with the second highest FPT value, we
screened points one by one to identify other potential spa-
tially distinct ARS zones. We considered a point to be the
centre of a new ARS zone when the circle (of a radius equal
to Var-max) associated with this point did not overlap with
another ARS zone. We repeated this step until no more
point above the threshold could be considered as a new
ARS zone centre, based on the aforementioned criteria.
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Fig. A1. Delphinapterus leucas.
Examples of the piecewise re -
gression analysis presenting a
first-passage time (FPT) value
series with 2 regression lines (1-
breakpoint model) (a and b), and
3 regression lines (2-breakpoints
model) (c and d). (a) FPT values
series are presented in ascending
order for segment 12 at the 500 m
scale (dashed line indicating the
first break-point, c1). (b) FPT val-
ues series are in temporal order
with identified threshold and area-
restricted search (ARS) zones for
segment 11. (c) FPT values series
are in ascending order for segment
18 at the 300 m scale. (d) FPT val-
ues series are in temporal order
with identified threshold and ARS 

zone for segment 9
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